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their computer. My English Lab Focus On Grammar Answers is approachable in our digital library an online right of entry to it is
set as public for that reason you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in fused countries, allowing you to get the
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New Edition Marjorie Fuchs 2016 Building on the success of previous editions, Focus on Grammar , Fifth Edition continues to
leverage its successful four-step approach that lets learners move from comprehension to communication within a clear and
consistent structure. Centered on thematic instruction, Focus on Grammar combines comprehensive grammar coverage with
abundant practice, critical thinking skills, and ongoing assessment, helping students communicate confidently, accurately, and
fluently in everyday situations. The Fifth Edition continues to incorporate the findings of corpus linguistics in grammar notes,
charts, and practice activities, while never losing sight of what is pedagogically sound and useful. New to This Edition New and
updated content showcases culturally relevant topics of interest to modern learners. Updated grammar charts and redesigned
grammar notes with clear, corpus-informed grammar explanations reflect real and natural language usage, allowing students to
grasp the most important aspects of the grammar. Expanded communicative activities encourage collaboration and application of
target grammar in a variety of settings. New unit-ending From Grammar to Writing section allows students to apply grammar in
writing through structured tasks from pre-writing to editing. New assessment tools, including course diagnostic tests, formative
and summative assessments, and a flexible gradebook, are closely aligned with unit learning outcomes to inform instruction and
measure progress. FOG Go app for iPhone• and Android• lets students easily navigate Student Book audio clips on their phone or
tablet. Updated for the Fifth Edition, MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar offers students engaging practice and video grammar

presentations anytime, anywhere with immediate feedback and remediation tasks to help promote accuracy. Other Highlights
Scaffolded exercises help learners bridge the gap between identifying grammatical structures and using them with confidence
and accuracy. High-interest readings in multiple genres expose students to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural
contexts. Key vocabulary taught, practiced, and recycled throughout the unit ensures acquisition. Listening tasks give students
multiple opportunities to focus on spoken English and develop listening skills. Mapped to the Global Scale of English.
Focus on Grammar Interactive Marjorie Fuchs 2008-04-01 Improve Your English Grammar Anywhere, Anytime! Clear,
contextualized, and interactive, the five-level Focus on Grammar Interactive provides a communicative review of English
grammar that covers all language skills through a comprehensive, motivating, and fun practice of grammar points and skills.
Focus on Grammar Interactive is now available online. Students can log in from home, from the lab, or from any location with
Internet access. Teachers can manage their class, set assignments, and monitor students' progress with the program's easy-touse management tools. The Focus on Grammar Interactive online course mirrors the syllabus of the best-selling textbook series,
Focus on Grammar, Third Edition. Features Access anywhere, anytime – Your students log on from any computer anytime,
offering flexibility and convenience. Easy to use – The navigation is simple and intuitive. Ongoing student assessment allows
teachers and students to monitor student progress. Automated feedback guides students' skill development. Grammar Notes
help learners understand cultural differences and learn a new language within a broader social context. Abundant contextualized
exercises—including grammar, reading, listening, dictation, and speaking activities—provide students with extensive and
meaningful lab practice. Target structures are presented in full reading and listening passages to help students discover the
grammar. Dictation exercises provide students with controlled listening and writing practice. Speaking exercises give students
the opportunity for further oral practice of the vocabulary, grammatical structures, and themes introduced in the unit. Review
quizzes and reports help students monitor their own progress and work. Additional exercises for remedial practice are provided
for each grammar point so that students can work on improving weaker areas. A new From Grammar to Writing section provides
students with additional writing practice based on unit topics through a series of controlled exercises leading to authentic pieces
of writing that can be submitted for grading. Engaging games provide fun opportunities to review key structures. Additional
support is provided by a wide range of easy-to-access resources, including grammar charts, grammar notes, glossaries, and
appendices. The new online version puts you in charge! Study plans: Customize the course syllabus to meet your curriculum
needs. Progress reports: View detailed reports displaying “time on task” as well as practice, quiz, and test scores. E-portfolios:
Monitor and assess students' progress on written assignments electronically. System Requirements For PC
Ventures Level 2 Student's Book with Audio CD Gretchen Bitterlin 2013-07-12 Introduces new adult and young adult learners to
English for everyday situations.
Value Pack Marjorie Fuchs 2011-08
On-line English 4 Tm' 2005 Ed.

Focus on Grammar 2a Student Book with Myenglishlab and Workbook 2a Pack Irene E. Schoenberg 2012-01 This pack consists
of the Focus on Grammar 2A Student Book with a MyEnglishLab access code and Workbook 2A. Focus on Grammar maintains
the proven pedagogy that makes it the most popular contextualized grammar series worldwide. Its unique four-step approach
takes students from context to communication - blending content, reading, writing, listening, speaking and critical thinking in a
complete program, and preparing students to understand and use English more effectively. Centered on thematic instruction
Focus on Grammar allows students to interact with grammar in realistic contexts and moves them beyond controlled practice to
authentic communication. New features include: Updated high-interest readings in multiple genres that expose students to the
form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural contexts. Key vocabulary is taught, practiced, and recycled throughout each unit,
to ensure acquisition. Fully redesigned grammar charts and notes that provide greater clarity. Explicit pronunciation activities to
improve fluency and accuracy. Expanded listening tasks allow students to develop a range of listening skills. Flexible, ongoing
assessment - including unit reviews, diagnostic and achievement tests, and test-generating software - allows students to monitor
their own progress and teachers to track students' mastery. (Test and test-generating software available in the Teacher's
Resource Pack, available separately.) MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, an easy-to-use online learning and assessment
program, offers online homework and individualized instruction anywhere, anytime. Allows teachers to assign extra practice,
organize homework, and track students' progress using a flexible gradebook. Includes hundreds of new automatically graded
activities and assessments that support and go beyond the material in the Student Book. MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar,
includes the complete Student Book listening program as well.
Fundamentals of English Grammar (With Audio Cds, Without Answer Key) and Myenglishlab: Focus on Grammar 4 (Student
Access Code) Value Pack Betty S. Azar 2014-02-20
Focus on Grammar 4a Student Book and Workbook 4a Pack Marjorie Fuchs 2011-08
Focus on Grammar 1 Workbook Irene Schoenberg 2017-01-06
Focus on Grammar 5 with MyEnglishLab Jay Maurer 2012-01-06 "Focus on Grammar, " now in a new edition, maintains the
proven pedagogy that makes it the most popular contextualized grammar series worldwide. Its unique four-step approach takes
students from context to communication -- blending content, reading, writing, listening, speaking and critical thinking in a
complete program, and preparing students to understand and use English more effectively.Centered on thematic instruction
"Focus on Grammar" allows students to interact with grammar in realistic contexts and moves them beyond controlled practice to
authentic communication.New features include: - Updated high-interest readings in multiple genres that expose students to the
form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural contexts.- Key vocabulary is taught, practiced, and recycled throughout each unit,
to ensure acquisition.- Fully redesigned grammar charts and notes that provide greater clarity.- Explicit pronunciation activities to
improve fluency and accuracy.- Expanded listening tasks allow students to develop a range of listening skills.- Flexible, ongoing

assessment -- including unit reviews, diagnostic and achievement tests, and test-generating software -- allows students to
monitor their own progress and teachers to track students' mastery. (Test and test-generating software available in the Teacher's
Resource Pack)MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, an easy-to-use online learning and assessment program, offers online
homework and individualized instruction anywhere, anytime.- Allows teachers to assign extra practice, organize homework, and
track students' progress using a flexible gradebook.- Includes hundreds of new automatically graded activities and assessments
that support and go beyond the material in the Student Book.MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, includes the complete Student
Book listening program as well.
Brinkman's cumulatieve catalogus van boeken 1987 Voorts een alphabetische lijst van Nederlandsche boeken in België
uitgegeven.
Focus on Grammar 4 Marjorie Fuchs 2006-12 The all-new Focus on Grammar 4 Interactive CD-ROM, by Margaret Bonner,
Marjorie Fuchs, and Ellen Shaw, mirrors the syllabus of the textbook Focus on Grammar 4, now available in a newly revised third
edition. Clear, contextualized, and interactive, this CD-ROM program provides a communicative review of English grammar that
covers all language skills through a comprehensive, motivating, and fun practice of the grammar points and skills introduced in
the Focus on Grammar Student Book. Focus on Grammar Interactive is in five levels, introductory through advanced. Features
Abundant contextualized exercises–including grammar, reading, listening, dictation, and speaking activities–provide students
with extensive and meaningful lab practice. Target structures are presented in full reading and listening passages to help
students discover the grammar. Dictation exercises provide students with controlled listening and writing practice. Speaking
exercises give students the opportunity for further oral practice of the vocabulary, grammatical structures, and themes introduced
in the unit. Review quizzes and and reports help students monitor their own progress and work. Additional exercises for remedial
practice are provided for each grammar point so that students can work on improving weaker areas. A new From Grammar to
Writing section provides students with additional writing practice based on unit topics, through a series of controlled practice
leading to authentic pieces of writing that can be submitted for grading. Automated feedback, such as hints and explanations,
provides learner support and motivates students. Engaging games provide fun opportunities to review key structures. Additional
support is provided by a wide range of easy-to-access resources, including grammar charts, grammar notes, glossaries, and
appendices. System Requirements Windows 2000 with Service 4 or XP For Non-English Windows 2000 or XP systems,
professional edition recommended Pentium II processor 400+ MHz 128+ MB RAM (256 MB recommended) 16-bit graphics card
Monitor resolution of 800 x 600 or higher Sound card, microphone, and speakers (Microphones plugged into USB ports are not
supported) 10X CD-ROM drive Disk space for saving student data (floppy, flash memory, hard drive) Internet Explorer 5.0 or
higher (Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher recommended) (Note: Netscape and AOL browser software software not supported.)
Macromedia's Flash 8 and Shockwave 10, Apple's QuickTime 7, and Sun's Java 1.5.0_06 plug-ins (Note: If your computer does

not have these plug-ins, they will be installed automatically when you install the course.) Adobe Acrobat Reader 7
Focus on Grammar 4B Marjorie Fuchs 2012-01-04 This pack consists of the Focus on Grammar 4A Student Book with a
MyEnglishLab access code and Workbook 4A. Focus on Grammar maintains the proven pedagogy that makes it the most
popular contextualized grammar series worldwide. Its unique four-step approach takes students from context to communication
— blending content, reading, writing, listening, speaking and critical thinking in a complete program, and preparing students to
understand and use English more effectively. Centered on thematic instruction Focus on Grammar allows students to interact
with grammar in realistic contexts and moves them beyond controlled practice to authentic communication. New features include:
Updated high-interest readings in multiple genres that expose students to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural
contexts. Key vocabulary is taught, practiced, and recycled throughout each unit, to ensure acquisition. Fully redesigned
grammar charts and notes that provide greater clarity. Explicit pronunciation activities to improve fluency and accuracy.
Expanded listening tasks allow students to develop a range of listening skills. Flexible, ongoing assessment — including unit
reviews, diagnostic and achievement tests, and test-generating software — allows students to monitor their own progress and
teachers to track students' mastery. (Test and test-generating software available in the Teacher's Resource Pack, available
separately.) MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, an easy-to-use online learning and assessment program, offers online
homework and individualized instruction anywhere, anytime. Allows teachers to assign extra practice, organize homework, and
track students' progress using a flexible gradebook. Includes hundreds of new automatically graded activities and assessments
that support and go beyond the material in the Student Book. MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, includes the complete Student
Book listening program as well.
Focus on Grammar 3B Marjorie Fuchs 2012-01-04 This pack consists of the Focus on Grammar 4A Student Book with a
MyEnglishLab access code and Workbook 4A. Focus on Grammar maintains the proven pedagogy that makes it the most
popular contextualized grammar series worldwide. Its unique four-step approach takes students from context to
communication -- blending content, reading, writing, listening, speaking and critical thinking in a complete program, and
preparing students to understand and use English more effectively. Centered on thematic instruction Focus on Grammar allows
students to interact with grammar in realistic contexts and moves them beyond controlled practice to authentic communication.
New features include: Updated high-interest readings in multiple genres that expose students to the form, meaning, and use of
grammar in natural contexts. Key vocabulary is taught, practiced, and recycled throughout each unit, to ensure acquisition. Fully
redesigned grammar charts and notes that provide greater clarity. Explicit pronunciation activities to improve fluency and
accuracy. Expanded listening tasks allow students to develop a range of listening skills. Flexible, ongoing assessment -including unit reviews, diagnostic and achievement tests, and test-generating software -- allows students to monitor their own
progress and teachers to track students' mastery. (Test and test-generating software available in the Teacher's Resource Pack,
available separately.) MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, an easy-to-use online learning and assessment program, offers online

homework and individualized instruction anywhere, anytime. Allows teachers to assign extra practice, organize homework, and
track students' progress using a flexible gradebook. Includes hundreds of new automatically graded activities and assessments
that support and go beyond the material in the Student Book. MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, includes the complete Student
Book listening program as well.
Cambridge English Empower Advanced Student's Book Adrian Doff 2016-01-21 Cambridge English Empower is more than just a
course book - it's a complete solution for effective learning and teaching! This new general English course for adult and young
adult learners combines course content from Cambridge University Press with validated assessment from the experts at
Cambridge English Language Assessment. Empower's unique mix of engaging classroom materials and reliable assessment,
with personalised online practice, enables learners to make consistent and measurable progress.
Focus on Grammar 3A Split Marjorie Fuchs 2012-01 Through controlled and communicative exercises this text helps students to
bridge the gap between identifying grammatical structures and using them. Each unit progresses through four steps: grammar in
context, grammar presentation, focused practice and communication practice. Includes circling, matching, filling-in-the-blank,
underlining, correcting, completion, short answer and writing exercises.
Focus on Grammar 5 Student Book + Myenglishlab + Workbook Jay Maurer 2012-01 This pack consists of the Focus on
Grammar 5 Student Book with a MyEnglishLab access code and Workbook 5. Focus on Grammar maintains the proven
pedagogy that makes it the most popular contextualized grammar series worldwide. Its unique four-step approach takes students
from context to communication -- blending content, reading, writing, listening, speaking and critical thinking in a complete
program, and preparing students to understand and use English more effectively. Centered on thematic instruction Focus on
Grammar allows students to interact with grammar in realistic contexts and moves them beyond controlled practice to authentic
communication. New features include: Updated high-interest readings in multiple genres that expose students to the form,
meaning, and use of grammar in natural contexts. Key vocabulary is taught, practiced, and recycled throughout each unit, to
ensure acquisition. Fully redesigned grammar charts and notes that provide greater clarity. Explicit pronunciation activities to
improve fluency and accuracy. Expanded listening tasks allow students to develop a range of listening skills. Flexible, ongoing
assessment -- including unit reviews, diagnostic and achievement tests, and test-generating software -- allows students to
monitor their own progress and teachers to track students' mastery. (Test and test-generating software available in the Teacher's
Resource Pack, available separately.) MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, an easy-to-use online learning and assessment
program, offers online homework and individualized instruction anywhere, anytime. Allows teachers to assign extra practice,
organize homework, and track students' progress using a flexible gradebook. Includes hundreds of new automatically graded
activities and assessments that support and go beyond the material in the Student Book. MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar,
includes the complete Student Book listening program as well.
MyEnglishLab

Jay Maurer 2012-01-09
Focus on Grammar Marjorie Fuchs 2012-01 This pack consists of the "Focus on Grammar 4A "Student Book with a
MyEnglishLab access code and Workbook 4A. "Focus on Grammar" maintains the proven pedagogy that makes it the most
popular contextualized grammar series worldwide. Its unique four-step approach takes students from context to
communication -- blending content, reading, writing, listening, speaking and critical thinking in a complete program, and
preparing students to understand and use English more effectively. Centered on thematic instruction "Focus on Grammar" allows
students to interact with grammar in realistic contexts and moves them beyond controlled practice to authentic communication.
New features include: Updated high-interest readings in multiple genres that expose students to the form, meaning, and use of
grammar in natural contexts. Key vocabulary is taught, practiced, and recycled throughout each unit, to ensure acquisition. Fully
redesigned grammar charts and notes that provide greater clarity. Explicit pronunciation activities to improve fluency and
accuracy. Expanded listening tasks allow students to develop a range of listening skills. Flexible, ongoing assessment -including unit reviews, diagnostic and achievement tests, and test-generating software -- allows students to monitor their own
progress and teachers to track students' mastery. (Test and test-generating software available in the Teacher's Resource Pack,
available separately.) MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, an easy-to-use online learning and assessment program, offers online
homework and individualized instruction anywhere, anytime. Allows teachers to assign extra practice, organize homework, and
track students' progress using a flexible gradebook. Includes hundreds of new automatically graded activities and assessments
that support and go beyond the material in the Student Book. MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, includes the complete Student
Book listening program as well.
You, Me and the World Book With App and Myenglishlab, L3 Pearson 2018-09-28 StartUp is a completely new course for adults
and young adults who want to make their way in the world and need English to do it. StartUp makes learning easy and relevant,
focusing on meaningful language that builds student confidence in using English, both in and out of class. Teachers are
supported in numerous ways, minimizing preparation time and providing a flexibility that allows for personalized teaching and
focus on the skills that are important for their classes. * English for 21st century learners: StartUp helps students learn English as
it is spoken and used in the 21st century, such as in text messages, emails, and podcasts; in informal social texts and
conversations; and in formal texts and discussions for academic and business contexts. Students acquire collaborative and
critical thinking skills they need to succeed in study and at work. * Personalized, flexible teaching: StartUp gives you the flexibility
to teach the way you want. The structure, the wealth of support materials and the practice app offer more options to flip the class,
to focus on different strands and skills, and to extend and differentiate instruction to meet students' individual needs. * Motivating
and relevant learning: The rich integrated digital content draws students in with engaging video stories, coaching videos, video
talks on compelling topics - such as innovation, relationships, and art - and much more to build the language and skills they
need. * ActiveTeach allows teachers to present in class with ease and to access all the audio and video where they need it. *

The new Pearson Practice English App with QR codes takes students from page to practice, and audio and video for out-of-class
practice. * Rich digital media: video conversations, video talks, media projects, and presentation skills integrated throughout for
listening and speaking practice. * Specific support from Grammar Coach and Pronunciation Coach videos. * MyEnglishLab
provides more intensive online practice. * Comprehensive assessment program in ExamView and MyEnglishLab.
Focus on Grammar Interactive 2 Pass Code ANONIMO 2008-04-01 Improve Your English Grammar Anywhere, Anytime! Clear,
contextualized, and interactive, the five-level Focus on Grammar Interactive provides a communicative review of English
grammar that covers all language skills through a comprehensive, motivating, and fun practice of grammar points and skills.
Focus on Grammar Interactive is now available online. Students can log in from home, from the lab, or from any location with
Internet access. Teachers can manage their class, set assignments, and monitor students' progress with the program's easy-touse management tools. The Focus on Grammar Interactive online course mirrors the syllabus of the best-selling textbook series,
Focus on Grammar, Third Edition. Features Access anywhere, anytime — Your students log on from any computer anytime,
offering flexibility and convenience. Easy to use — The navigation is simple and intuitive. Ongoing student assessment allows
teachers and students to monitor student progress. Automated feedback guides students' skill development. Grammar Notes
help learners understand cultural differences and learn a new language within a broader social context. Abundant contextualized
exercises–including grammar, reading, listening, dictation, and speaking activities–provide students with extensive and
meaningful lab practice. Target structures are presented in full reading and listening passages to help students discover the
grammar. Dictation exercises provide students with controlled listening and writing practice. Speaking exercises give students
the opportunity for further oral practice of the vocabulary, grammatical structures, and themes introduced in the unit. Review
quizzes and reports help students monitor their own progress and work. Additional exercises for remedial practice are provided
for each grammar point so that students can work on improving weaker areas. A new From Grammar to Writing section provides
students with additional writing practice based on unit topics through a series of controlled exercises leading to authentic pieces
of writing that can be submitted for grading. Engaging games provide fun opportunities to review key structures. Additional
support is provided by a wide range of easy-to-access resources, including grammar charts, grammar notes, glossaries, and
appendices. The new online version puts you in charge! Study plans: Customize the course syllabus to meet your curriculum
needs. Progress reports: View detailed reports displaying “time on task” as well as practice, quiz, and test scores. E-portfolios:
Monitor and assess students' progress on written assignments electronically. System Requirements For PC
Ventures Level 2 Teacher's Edition with Assessment Audio CD/CD-ROM Gretchen Bitterlin 2013-07-12 Ventures 2nd Edition is a
six-level, standards-based ESL series for adult-education ESL. The Ventures 2nd Edition interleaved Level 2 Teacher's Edition
includes easy-to-follow lesson plans for every unit. It offers tips and suggestions for addressing common areas of difficulty for
students, as well as suggested expansion activities for improving learner persistence. The Teacher's Edition also explains where
to find additional practice in other Ventures components such as the Workbook, Online Teacher's Resource Room, and Student

Arcade. Multi-skill unit, midterm, and final tests are found in the back of the Teacher's Edition. Also includes an Assessment
CD/CD-ROM which contains audio for each test as well as all the tests in a customizable format.
Teaching English Grammar to Speakers of Other Languages Eli Hinkel 2016-01-29 This practical and research-based
introduction to current and effective English grammar instruction gives pre-service and in-service teachers and teacher educators
a strong foundation for teaching second language grammar and helps them develop their professional knowledge and skills.
Written in a highly readable style for an international audience, it provides a thorough and rounded overview of the principles,
strategies, techniques, and applications currently dominant in teaching L2 grammar in a range of instructional settings around the
world. Chapter authors are world-class authorities in grammar and grammar teaching and learning. All chapters are based on
theoretical frameworks and/or research foundations with a strong emphasis on practical applications and implications for
classroom teaching, and highlight teaching methods, key concepts, and terminology associated with grammar instruction.
Illuminating the options and choices in grammar teaching from a contemporary perspective, Teaching English Grammar to
Speakers of Other Languages is ideal as key text for students in undergraduate and graduate MA-TESOL programs and as a
resource for practicing ESL/EFL teachers, teacher educators, and teaching faculty.
The Handy English Grammar Answer Book Christine A. Hult 2015-08-17 Whether it’s for a professional document, a school
paper, an Internet blog, or something more personal, effective communication depends on clear, concise, and grammatically
correct writing. Punctuation, spelling, and grammar rules can trip up anyone, while organization and word choice can make
writing memorable—or banal. The Handy English Grammar Answer Book is an engaging guide to writing with clarity for all
occasions. It offers fundamental principles, grammar rules, and punctuation advice, as well as insights on writing for different
occasions and audiences. From a brief history of the English language to the deconstruction—and explanation—of the different
parts of a sentence, and from showing how to punctuate correctly to how to organize a well-argued essay, this easy-to-use
reference answers nearly 500 questions and offers fun facts on the English language and its usage, including How did English
become a language spoken worldwide? What is a sentence fragment? When do I use “that” versus “which”? How do I use
materials ethically on my own websites? How do I write an outline? Several appendices, including model papers and sample
writing for every occasion, a glossary of commonly used terms, a bibliography, and an index add to the book's usefulness.
Super Minds American English Level 5 Teacher's Book Melanie Williams 2013-09-05 Super Minds American English is a sevenlevel course for young learners. Written by a highly experienced author team, Super Minds enhances your students' thinking
skills, improving their memory along with their language skills. For ease of use, this Level 5 Teacher's Book includes detailed
lesson aims, clear instructions, and a vast array of extra activities. Class Audio CDs, including audio from the Student's Book and
Workbook, are sold separately.
Focus on Grammar Interactive 5 Pass Code Jay Maurer 2008-04-01 Improve Your English Grammar Anywhere, Anytime! Clear,
contextualized, and interactive, the five-level Focus on Grammar Interactive provides a communicative review of English

grammar that covers all language skills through a comprehensive, motivating, and fun practice of grammar points and skills.
Focus on Grammar Interactive is now available online. Students can log in from home, from the lab, or from any location with
Internet access. Teachers can manage their class, set assignments, and monitor students' progress with the program's easy-touse management tools. The Focus on Grammar Interactive online course mirrors the syllabus of the best-selling textbook series,
Focus on Grammar, Third Edition. Features Access anywhere, anytime — Your students log on from any computer anytime,
offering flexibility and convenience. Easy to use — The navigation is simple and intuitive. Ongoing student assessment allows
teachers and students to monitor student progress. Automated feedback guides students' skill development. Grammar Notes
help learners understand cultural differences and learn a new language within a broader social context. Abundant contextualized
exercises–including grammar, reading, listening, dictation, and speaking activities–provide students with extensive and
meaningful lab practice. Target structures are presented in full reading and listening passages to help students discover the
grammar. Dictation exercises provide students with controlled listening and writing practice. Speaking exercises give students
the opportunity for further oral practice of the vocabulary, grammatical structures, and themes introduced in the unit. Review
quizzes and reports help students monitor their own progress and work. Additional exercises for remedial practice are provided
for each grammar point so that students can work on improving weaker areas. A new From Grammar to Writing section provides
students with additional writing practice based on unit topics through a series of controlled exercises leading to authentic pieces
of writing that can be submitted for grading. Engaging games provide fun opportunities to review key structures. Additional
support is provided by a wide range of easy-to-access resources, including grammar charts, grammar notes, glossaries, and
appendices. The new online version puts you in charge! Study plans: Customize the course syllabus to meet your curriculum
needs. Progress reports: View detailed reports displaying “time on task” as well as practice, quiz, and test scores. E-portfolios:
Monitor and assess students' progress on written assignments electronically. System Requirements For PC
Focus on Grammar Marjorie Fuchs 2016-09-08 Building on the success of previous editions, Focus on Grammar , Fifth Edition
continues to leverage its successful four-step approach that lets learners move from comprehension to communication within a
clear and consistent structure. Centered on thematic instruction, Focus on Grammar combines comprehensive grammar
coverage with abundant practice, critical thinking skills, and ongoing assessment, helping students communicate confidently,
accurately, and fluently in everyday situations. The Fifth Edition continues to incorporate the findings of corpus linguistics in
grammar notes, charts, and practice activities, while never losing sight of what is pedagogically sound and useful. New to This
Edition New and updated content showcases culturally relevant topics of interest to modern learners. Updated grammar charts
and redesigned grammar notes with clear, corpus-informed grammar explanations reflect real and natural language usage,
allowing students to grasp the most important aspects of the grammar. Expanded communicative activities encourage
collaboration and application of target grammar in a variety of settings. New unit-ending From Grammar to Writing section allows
students to apply grammar in writing through structured tasks from pre-writing to editing. New assessment tools, including course

diagnostic tests, formative and summative assessments, and a flexible gradebook, are closely aligned with unit learning
outcomes to inform instruction and measure progress. FOG Go app for iPhone® and Android® lets students easily navigate
Student Book audio clips on their phone or tablet. Updated for the Fifth Edition, MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar offers
students engaging practice and video grammar presentations anytime, anywhere with immediate feedback and remediation
tasks to help promote accuracy. Other Highlights Scaffolded exercises help learners bridge the gap between identifying
grammatical structures and using them with confidence and accuracy. High-interest readings in multiple genres expose students
to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural contexts. Key vocabulary taught, practiced, and recycled throughout the unit
ensures acquisition. Listening tasks give students multiple opportunities to focus on spoken English and develop listening skills.
Mapped to the Global Scale of English.
Focus on Grammar 3a Split Student Book and Workbook 3a Pack Marjorie Fuchs 2011-08
Focus on Grammar Interactive 3 Access Code Marjorie Fuchs 2008-04-01 > Improve Your English Grammar Anywhere,
Anytime! Clear, contextualized, and interactive, the five-level Focus on Grammar Interactive provides a communicative review of
English grammar that covers all language skills through a comprehensive, motivating, and fun practice of grammar points and
skills. Focus on Grammar Interactive is now available online. Students can log in from home, from the lab, or from any location
with Internet access. Teachers can manage their class, set assignments, and monitor students' progress with the program's easyto-use management tools. The Focus on Grammar Interactive online course mirrors the syllabus of the best-selling textbook
series, Focus on Grammar, Third Edition. Features Access anywhere, anytime — Your students log on from any computer
anytime, offering flexibility and convenience. Easy to use — The navigation is simple and intuitive. Ongoing student assessment
allows teachers and students to monitor student progress. Automated feedback guides students' skill development. Grammar
Notes help learners understand cultural differences and learn a new language within a broader social context. Abundant
contextualized exercises–including grammar, reading, listening, dictation, and speaking activities–provide students with
extensive and meaningful lab practice. Target structures are presented in full reading and listening passages to help students
discover the grammar. Dictation exercises provide students with controlled listening and writing practice. Speaking exercises
give students the opportunity for further oral practice of the vocabulary, grammatical structures, and themes introduced in the
unit. Review quizzes and reports help students monitor their own progress and work. Additional exercises for remedial practice
are provided for each grammar point so that students can work on improving weaker areas. A new From Grammar to Writing
section provides students with additional writing practice based on unit topics through a series of controlled exercises leading to
authentic pieces of writing that can be submitted for grading. Engaging games provide fun opportunities to review key structures.
Additional support is provided by a wide range of easy-to-access resources, including grammar charts, grammar notes,
glossaries, and appendices. The new online version puts you in charge! Study plans: Customize the course syllabus to meet
your curriculum needs. Progress reports: View detailed reports displaying “time on task” as well as practice, quiz, and test

scores. E-portfolios: Monitor and assess students' progress on written assignments electronically. System Requirements
Future 5 Student Book with MyEnglishLab Beatriz B. Diaz 2017-03-30 Since Future was first published, more than 300,000
learners have successfully studied English with this effective six-level program. Future addresses the diverse needs of adult
learners and empowers them with transferrable academic, workplace, and media literacy skills to meet the challenges of learning
English and achieving personal, career, and educational goals. Highlights Assists students in transitioning along academic and
career pathways. Curriculum supports students' transition to post-secondary education and the workplace. Research-based
teaching strategies provide creative solutions for all stages of lesson planning and implementation. Everything students need in
one integrated program that now includes MyEnglishLab. Among the resources available online are Student Book audio, extra
grammar presentation videos and practice, reading and writing practice to prepare users for the CCRS, transitions to work
resources, digital literacy for new users, vocabulary flashcards and games, plus life skills, listening and speaking, and
standardized test practice. Develops students' informational and visual literacies to understand and process new information.
Digital resources enable teachers and students to direct their learning and focus on skills they need to improve. ActiveTeach
extends the classroom and makes learning more focused and interactive. Free online access to the Future website, including
vocabulary wordlists and answer keys.
Focus on Grammar 5 Jay Maurer 2016-09-02 Building on the success of previous editions, Focus on Grammar , Fifth Edition
continues to leverage its successful four-step approach that lets learners move from comprehension to communication within a
clear and consistent structure. Centered on thematic instruction, Focus on Grammar combines comprehensive grammar
coverage with abundant practice, critical thinking skills, and ongoing assessment, helping students communicate confidently,
accurately, and fluently in everyday situations. The Fifth Edition continues to incorporate the findings of corpus linguistics in
grammar notes, charts, and practice activities, while never losing sight of what is pedagogically sound and useful. New to This
Edition New and updated content showcases culturally relevant topics of interest to modern learners. Updated grammar charts
and redesigned grammar notes with clear, corpus-informed grammar explanations reflect real and natural language usage,
allowing students to grasp the most important aspects of the grammar. Expanded communicative activities encourage
collaboration and application of target grammar in a variety of settings. New unit-ending From Grammar to Writing section allows
students to apply grammar in writing through structured tasks from pre-writing to editing. New assessment tools, including course
diagnostic tests, formative and summative assessments, and a flexible gradebook, are closely aligned with unit learning
outcomes to inform instruction and measure progress. FOG Go app for iPhone® and Android® lets students easily navigate
Student Book audio clips on their phone or tablet. New Essential Online Resources include Student Book audio, answer keys,
Grammar Coach videos, self-assessments, and teacher's resources. Other Highlights Scaffolded exercises help learners bridge
the gap between identifying grammatical structures and using them with confidence and accuracy. High-interest readings in
multiple genres expose students to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural contexts. Key vocabulary taught, practiced,

and recycled throughout the unit ensures acquisition. Listening tasks give students multiple opportunities to focus on spoken
English and develop listening skills. Mapped to the Global Scale of English.
MyEnglishLab Irene E. Schoenberg 2012-01-09
Focus on Grammar 4, Student Book Marjorie Fuchs 2016-12-19 Building on the success of previous editions, Focus on
Grammar , Fifth Edition continues to leverage its successful four-step approach that lets learners move from comprehension to
communication within a clear and consistent structure. Centered on thematic instruction, Focus on Grammar combines
comprehensive grammar coverage with abundant practice, critical thinking skills, and ongoing assessment, helping students
communicate confidently, accurately, and fluently in everyday situations. The Fifth Edition continues to incorporate the findings of
corpus linguistics in grammar notes, charts, and practice activities, while never losing sight of what is pedagogically sound and
useful. New to This Edition New and updated content showcases culturally relevant topics of interest to modern learners.
Updated grammar charts and redesigned grammar notes with clear, corpus-informed grammar explanations reflect real and
natural language usage, allowing students to grasp the most important aspects of the grammar. Expanded communicative
activities encourage collaboration and application of target grammar in a variety of settings. New unit-ending From Grammar to
Writing section allows students to apply grammar in writing through structured tasks from pre-writing to editing. New assessment
tools, including course diagnostic tests, formative and summative assessments, and a flexible gradebook, are closely aligned
with unit learning outcomes to inform instruction and measure progress. FOG Go app for iPhone• and Android• lets students easily
navigate Student Book audio clips on their phone or tablet. New Essential Online Resources include Student Book audio, answer
keys, Grammar Coach videos, self-assessments, and teacher's resources. Other Highlights Scaffolded exercises help learners
bridge the gap between identifying grammatical structures and using them with confidence and accuracy. High-interest readings
in multiple genres expose students to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural contexts. Key vocabulary taught,
practiced, and recycled throughout the unit ensures acquisition. Listening tasks give students multiple opportunities to focus on
spoken English and develop listening skills. Mapped to the Global Scale of English.
New Edition Marjorie Fuchs 2016 Building on the success of previous editions, Focus on Grammar , Fifth Edition continues to
leverage its successful four-step approach that lets learners move from comprehension to communication within a clear and
consistent structure. Centered on thematic instruction, Focus on Grammar combines comprehensive grammar coverage with
abundant practice, critical thinking skills, and ongoing assessment, helping students communicate confidently, accurately, and
fluently in everyday situations. The Fifth Edition continues to incorporate the findings of corpus linguistics in grammar notes,
charts, and practice activities, while never losing sight of what is pedagogically sound and useful. New to This Edition New and
updated content showcases culturally relevant topics of interest to modern learners. Updated grammar charts and redesigned
grammar notes with clear, corpus-informed grammar explanations reflect real and natural language usage, allowing students to
grasp the most important aspects of the grammar. Expanded communicative activities encourage collaboration and application of

target grammar in a variety of settings. New unit-ending From Grammar to Writing section allows students to apply grammar in
writing through structured tasks from pre-writing to editing. New assessment tools, including course diagnostic tests, formative
and summative assessments, and a flexible gradebook, are closely aligned with unit learning outcomes to inform instruction and
measure progress. FOG Go app for iPhone• and Android• lets students easily navigate Student Book audio clips on their phone or
tablet. Updated for the Fifth Edition, MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar offers students engaging practice and video grammar
presentations anytime, anywhere with immediate feedback and remediation tasks to help promote accuracy. Other Highlights
Scaffolded exercises help learners bridge the gap between identifying grammatical structures and using them with confidence
and accuracy. High-interest readings in multiple genres expose students to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural
contexts. Key vocabulary taught, practiced, and recycled throughout the unit ensures acquisition. Listening tasks give students
multiple opportunities to focus on spoken English and develop listening skills. Mapped to the Global Scale of English.
Focus Jurgen M. Wolff 2011
Focus on Grammar 2a Student Book & Focus on Grammar 2a Workbook Pack Irene E. Schoenberg 2011-09 This pack consists
of the "Focus on Grammar 2A "Student Book with a MyEnglishLab access code and Workbook 2A. "Focus on Grammar"
maintains the proven pedagogy that makes it the most popular contextualized grammar series worldwide. Its unique four-step
approach takes students from context to communication -- blending content, reading, writing, listening, speaking and critical
thinking in a complete program, and preparing students to understand and use English more effectively.Centered on thematic
instruction "Focus on Grammar" allows students to interact with grammar in realistic contexts and moves them beyond controlled
practice to authentic communication.New features include: Updated high-interest readings in multiple genres that expose
students to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural contexts. Key vocabulary is taught, practiced, and recycled
throughout each unit, to ensure acquisition. Fully redesigned grammar charts and notes that provide greater clarity. Explicit
pronunciation activities to improve fluency and accuracy. Expanded listening tasks allow students to develop a range of listening
skills. Flexible, ongoing assessment -- including unit reviews, diagnostic and achievement tests, and test-generating software -allows students to monitor their own progress and teachers to track students' mastery. (Test and test-generating software
available in the Teacher's Resource Pack, available separately.) MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, an easy-to-use online
learning and assessment program, offers online homework and individualized instruction anywhere, anytime. Allows teachers to
assign extra practice, organize homework, and track students' progress using a flexible gradebook. Includes hundreds of new
automatically graded activities and assessments that support and go beyond the material in the Student Book. MyEnglishLab:
Focus on Grammar, includes the complete Student Book listening program as well.
MyEnglishLab Marjorie Fuchs 2012-01-09
Focus on Grammar 2B Student Book with MyEnglishLab and 2B Workbook Pack Irene E. Schoenberg 2012-01 This pack
consists of the "Focus on Grammar 2B "Student Book with a MyEnglishLab access code and Workbook 2B. "Focus on

Grammar" maintains the proven pedagogy that makes it the most popular contextualized grammar series worldwide. Its unique
four-step approach takes students from context to communication -- blending content, reading, writing, listening, speaking and
critical thinking in a complete program, and preparing students to understand and use English more effectively. Centered on
thematic instruction "Focus on Grammar" allows students to interact with grammar in realistic contexts and moves them beyond
controlled practice to authentic communication. New features include: Updated high-interest readings in multiple genres that
expose students to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural contexts. Key vocabulary is taught, practiced, and recycled
throughout each unit, to ensure acquisition. Fully redesigned grammar charts and notes that provide greater clarity. Explicit
pronunciation activities to improve fluency and accuracy. Expanded listening tasks allow students to develop a range of listening
skills. Flexible, ongoing assessment -- including unit reviews, diagnostic and achievement tests, and test-generating software -allows students to monitor their own progress and teachers to track students' mastery. (Test and test-generating software
available in the Teacher's Resource Pack, available separately.) MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, an easy-to-use online
learning and assessment program, offers online homework and individualized instruction anywhere, anytime. Allows teachers to
assign extra practice, organize homework, and track students' progress using a flexible gradebook. Includes hundreds of new
automatically graded activities and assessments that support and go beyond the material in the Student Book. MyEnglishLab:
Focus on Grammar, includes the complete Student Book listening program as well.
Focus on Grammar Marjorie Fuchs 2012-01 This pack consists of the Focus on Grammar 3 Student Book with a MyEnglishLab
access code and Workbook 3. Focus on Grammar maintains the proven pedagogy that makes it the most popular contextualized
grammar series worldwide. Its unique four-step approach takes students from context to communication -- blending content,
reading, writing, listening, speaking and critical thinking in a complete program, and preparing students to understand and use
English more effectively. Centered on thematic instruction Focus on Grammar allows students to interact with grammar in
realistic contexts and moves them beyond controlled practice to authentic communication. New features include: Updated highinterest readings in multiple genres that expose students to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural contexts. Key
vocabulary is taught, practiced, and recycled throughout each unit, to ensure acquisition. Fully redesigned grammar charts and
notes that provide greater clarity. Explicit pronunciation activities to improve fluency and accuracy. Expanded listening tasks
allow students to develop a range of listening skills. Flexible, ongoing assessment -- including unit reviews, diagnostic and
achievement tests, and test-generating software -- allows students to monitor their own progress and teachers to track students'
mastery. (Test and test-generating software available in the Teacher's Resource Pack, available separately.) MyEnglishLab:
Focus on Grammar, an easy-to-use online learning and assessment program, offers online homework and individualized
instruction anywhere, anytime. Allows teachers to assign extra practice, organize homework, and track students' progress using
a flexible gradebook. Includes hundreds of new automatically graded activities and assessments that support and go beyond the

material in the Student Book. MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, includes the complete Student Book listening program as well.
Focus on Grammar 2 Sb with Essential Online Resources Irene Schoenberg 2016-09-08 Building on the success of previous
editions, Focus on Grammar , Fifth Edition continues to leverage its successful four-step approach that lets learners move from
comprehension to communication within a clear and consistent structure. Centered on thematic instruction, Focus on Grammar
combines comprehensive grammar coverage with abundant practice, critical thinking skills, and ongoing assessment, helping
students communicate confidently, accurately, and fluently in everyday situations. The Fifth Edition continues to incorporate the
findings of corpus linguistics in grammar notes, charts, and practice activities, while never losing sight of what is pedagogically
sound and useful. New to This Edition New and updated content showcases culturally relevant topics of interest to modern
learners. Updated grammar charts and redesigned grammar notes with clear, corpus-informed grammar explanations reflect real
and natural language usage, allowing students to grasp the most important aspects of the grammar. Expanded communicative
activities encourage collaboration and application of target grammar in a variety of settings. New unit-ending From Grammar to
Writing section allows students to apply grammar in writing through structured tasks from pre-writing to editing. New assessment
tools, including course diagnostic tests, formative and summative assessments, and a flexible gradebook, are closely aligned
with unit learning outcomes to inform instruction and measure progress. FOG Go app for iPhone• and Android• lets students easily
navigate Student Book audio clips on their phone or tablet. New Essential Online Resources include Student Book audio, answer
keys, Grammar Coach videos, self-assessments, and teacher's resources. Other Highlights Scaffolded exercises help learners
bridge the gap between identifying grammatical structures and using them with confidence and accuracy. High-interest readings
in multiple genres expose students to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural contexts. Key vocabulary taught,
practiced, and recycled throughout the unit ensures acquisition. Listening tasks give students multiple opportunities to focus on
spoken English and develop listening skills. Mapped to the Global Scale of English.
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